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Speechtechnologyfor telecommunications

Foreword by C Wheddon

Editorial by F A Westall, R D Johnston and A V Lewis

Speech technology for telecommunications

Speech is the easiest, most expressive and most natural means of
human communication. Most of us have received intensive training in
using itfrom the day we were born! But speech is more than just a way
of transmitting words or ideas — it conveys the essence of human
emotion, moods, and personality. It is BT’s core business, accounting
for over 90% of revenues. It is also our primary means to access the
26 million customers of the UK telephone networks, and to around a
half a billion telephone users world-wide. This paper introduces the
key speech technologies, described in detail in the associated papers
in this issue, and makes some personalpredictions aboutfuture trends
and challenges in this important, exciting andfar-reachingfield.

Low rate speech codingfor telecommunications

Overthe last decade major advances have been made in speech cod-
ing technology which is now widely used in international, digital
mobile and satellite networks. The most recent techniques permit

telephone network quality speech transmission at 8 kbit/s, but there -
are still demands for even lower rates and moreflexible, good quality
coding techniques for various network applications. This paper
reviews the developments so far, and describes a new class of speech
coding methods known as speech interpolation coding which has the
potential to providetoll-quality speech coding at or below 4 kbit/s.

Speechtransmission over digital mobile radio channels

The design ofa speech channelfor digital mobile radio applicationsis
a trade-offbetween the key performance dimensions ofspeech quality,
robustness to errors, delay, complexity and bit rate. An appropriate
balance is often difficult to achieve, but is vital to customer
satisfaction. This paper identifies the considerations in selecting a
speech codec for mobile telephony applications, outlines techniques
for robust and efficient speech transmission over a digital mobile
radio channel and discusses how the resulting performance can be
assessed. Throughout the paper, the half-rate GSM digital mobile
radio system is used as an example.
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Spoken language systems — beyond prompt and
response

P J Wyard, A D Simons, S Appleby, E Kaneen, S H Williams and K R Preston

 

Spoken language systems allow users to interact with computers by speaking to them. This paper focuses on the most
advanced systems, which seek to allow as natural a style of interaction as possible. Specifically this means the use of
continuous speech recognition — natural language understanding to interpret the utterance, and an intelligent dialogue
manager which allows aflexible style of ‘conversation’ between computer and user. This paper discusses the architecture of
spoken language systems and the components of which they are made, and describes both a variety ofpossible approaches
and the particular design decisions made in some systems developed at BT Laboratories. Three spoken language systems in
the course of development are described — a multimodalinterface to the BT Business Catalogue, an e-mail secretary which
can be consulted over the telephone network, and a multimodal system to allow selection offilms in the interactive TV
environment.

 

1. Introduction

N; sciencefiction image ofthe future is complete withoutthe ever-present personable computer which can under-
stand every wordsaid to them.In spite of these popular media
images, the goal of completely natural interaction between
humans and machinesisstill some wayoff.

Interactive voice response (IVR) systems, which
provide services over the telephone network, have been
available since the mid-1980s. Initially they were restricted
to interactive TouchTone® input with voice providing the
response to the user. The use of such services was therefore
limited to the population with TouchTone keypads. More
recently applications using automatic speech recognition
(ASR) have been developed. These often simply allow the
option of spoken digit recognition as an alternative to
keypad entry, thus allowing the service to be launched even
in areas where TouchTone penetration is poor. Moving on
from such systems the words which are spoken can be
matched to the service. This allows these ASR-based

services to be more user-friendly than their TouchTone
counterparts because the user can directly answer the
question: ‘Which service do you require?’ with ‘weather’ or
‘sport’ rather than ‘for weather press 1 for sport press 2’,
etc. However, they still rely on selection from a
predetermined menuofitems at any point in the dialogue.

Moresophisticated services are now becoming possible
using emerging larger vocabulary speech recognition
technology. However,it is not sensible to simply extend the
menu-based approach to accommodate larger vocabularies.
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Although well-engineered simple applications may be easy
to use, more advanced services are likely to have

complicated menu structures. If information can only be
provided one item at a time, using a ‘prompt and response’
dialogue, rigid interaction styles may steer the user through
a complex dialogue. This can result in the user becoming
lost, or ending up with the wrong information. These
problems are particularly significant for inexperienced
users. On the other hand, experienced users may become
bored by the large number of responses needed when they
know exactly what they want. The menu-based structure
required by systems which rely on isolated word input is
often the limiting factor for new services. This limitation of
the user interface is one of the greatest barriers to the
usability of many IVR services.

Moving beyond the menu-style interaction towards
conversational spoken language will allow users to express
their requirements more directly and avoid tedious
navigation through menus. This approach will also allow
the user to take control of the interaction rather than using

the more common‘promptand response’ dialogue.

BTis interested in the development of spoken language
systems (SLS) to provide a key competitive advantage.
SLSs allow users to interact with computers using
conversational language rather than simply responding to
system prompts with short or one word utterances. With the
rapid increase in competition, service differentiation
becomes a key factor in gaining market share. Systems
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SPOKEN LANGUAGE SYSTEMS

which allow users 24-hour remote access to information

provide a very useful service for people whoare in different
time zones, or away from their office, or who need
information immediately during unsocial hours. SLSs can
be used to automate such services and also those which

currently require human operators, thus freeing their time to
deal with difficult situations where more complex, or more
personalised advice is needed.

Current trends in information networking and the
phenomenal growth of the Internet bring their attendant
problems for our customers in keeping up with technology,
finding what they need, and using information to their best
advantage. Spoken language system technology can greatly
enhance our customers’ ease of access to information, thus

increasing network revenue through new and increased
usage. Systems which combine several modes of input and
output, such as speech, graphics, text, video, mouse-control,
touch and virtual reality, are known as multimodal spoken
language systems. These allow far greater freedom of
expression for users who, as a result, should feel more
comfortable and less as though they are ‘talking to a
computer’. They are able to point, use gestures, speak, type;
whatever comes most naturally to them. Spoken language
systems will become increasingly important in the near
future as progress in technology becomes more widely
available.

The goal is to be able to build systems which are not
restricted only to those motivated users who are prepared to
spend time learning the language the machine understands.
These new systems can be used by anyone who wants
occasional accessto a particular service. They will also help
the user successfully gain the information or service they
require by simply calling a number and asking for what they
want. In fact, the aim is to put back someofthe intelligence
which existed in the network 50 years ago when a user
simply lifted the handset and asked to be connected to the
service or numberrequired.

This paper discusses the design and implementation of
spoken language systems and is organised as follows.
Section 2 gives an outline of the architecture of an SLS.
Section 4 describes the components of an SLS in some
detail, giving concrete examples from current systems.
Section 3 discusses some of the systems currently under
development at BTL. These include a multi-modal system
for access to the BT Business Catalogue, a speech-in/
speech-out system for remote e-mail access and a system
for accessing information about films. Section 5 discusses
future work which needs to be carried out to improve the
quality and usability of SLSs, and section 6 draws some
conclusions.
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2. System overview

his section outlines a typical spoken language system
architecture, from the information processing point of

view (platform and inter-process communication issues are
not dealt with to any great extent in this paper). The archi-
tecture and the key processing componentsare outlined.

The most basic form of SLS, a speech-in/speech-out
(rather than multimodal) system, requires at least the
following major components (described briefly below and
in more detail in section 4).

e Speech recognition — to convert an input speech
utterance to a string of words.

@ Meaning extraction — to extract as much of the
meaning as is necessary for the application from the
recogniser output and encodeit into a suitable meaning
representation.

e Database query — to retrieve the information specified
by the output of the meaning extraction component.
Some applications (e.g. home banking) may require a
specific transaction to occur. Many applications may
be a mixture of database query and_transaction
processing.

e Dialogue manager — this controls the interaction or
‘dialogue’ between the system and the user, and co-
ordinates the operation of all the other system
components. It uses a dialogue model (generic
information about how conversations progress) to aid
the final interpretation of an utterance. This may not
have been achieved by the ‘meaning extraction’
component, because the interpretation relies on an
understanding of the conversation as a whole.

® Response generation — to generate the text to be
output in spoken form. Information retrieved by the
database query component will be passed to the
response generation component, together with
instructions from the dialogue manager about how to
generate thetext (e.g. terse/verbose, polite/curt, etc).

e Speech output module (text-to-speech synthesis or
recorded speech).

Atits simplest, processing consists of a linear sequence
of calls to each component, as shown in Fig 1. A typical
outputof each stage from an application which accesses the
BT Business Catalogue is shown. It is not necessary to
understand the output of the ‘meaning extraction’
component in detail to realise that meaning extraction can
be a non-trivial exercise. The simple linear sequence shown
in Fig 1 is, in general, too inflexible. It is better if the
dialogue manageris given greater control, to call the other
components in a flexible order, according to the results at
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